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1. INTRODUCTION 
A number of workers ([4], [5], [6], [8], [9], [lo], [ll]) have been concerned 
with the questions of uniqueness and continuous dependence upon the 
initial data for various types of well and nonwell posed initial-boundary value 
problems governed by differential equations of the form 
M(t) q&) = N(t) u(t) + f  (t, u, $) 
or 
(1) 
(2) 
where t E [0, T). Under rather mild conditions on the function f the questions 
of uniqueness and stability for solutions to (1) or (2) can be reduced to the 
corresponding questions for the zero solution to the following corresponding 
abstract differential inequalities: 
or 
where 
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(Here ( , ) is the inner product on some appropriate Hilbert space and jr / j is the 
corresponding norm. Moreover, w is a function defined on [0, T) which, 
together with dw/dt and d2w/dt2 (taken in the strong sense), takes values in the 
appropriate domains of the operator families M(e) and -V(o) under considera- 
tion. Moreover, the Ki are given nonnegative constants.) In this paper, we 
shall give some rather mild restrictions on M and N in order to insure 
that zero is the only solution to (3) or (4) such that w(0) = dzcjdt(0) = 0. 
These restrictions are relaxations and abstractions of the hypotheses imposed 
on the coefficients of the differential equations and systems of differential 
equations discussed in [5], [6], [9], [lo], and [ 111. In a forthcoming paper we 
shall present some generalizations of the results of [?‘I, concerning the Cauchy 
problem for abstract equations of the form 
du 
M(t) -& = N(t) 24 +f(t, u), 
and compare them with some of the results given in [I] and [2] in what 
amounts to the special case M(t) EE I (the identity operator). Aside from 
these brief references to the literature and an elementary example or two, we 
shall confine ourselves herein to the consideration of the abstract equations. 
The basic technique we shall employ in order to establish the uniqueness 
theorems concerning the null solution to (3) or (4) is that of logarithmic 
convexity. It has been used by a number of workers (see e.g., [l], [2], [4], [5], 
PI7 [71, PI, [91> WI, Pll) wit 1 1 much success. The idea is to construct a real 
valued function F with the following properties: 
(i) F(t) 3 0 and F(t) = 0 --f w(t) = 0 for t E (0, T). 
(ii) F(0) = 0 and on compact subsets of [0, T) there exist constants a, and 
a, such that 
FF” - (F’)” 3 -a,FFI - a,F”. 
Such an F, whose construction depends upon the vanishing of the initial 
data of w, must, as we prove in the appendix, vanish identically and this, by 
(i), implies that w = 0 as well. 
2. THE PRINCIPAL RESULTS. 
To fix the ideas, let H be a Hilbert space (real or complex) and D a dense 
subdomain of H. Let, for t E (-T, T) (T < cc), M(t) and -N(t) be linear 
operators defined on D. We want to state our results for the interval (-T, T) 
instead of the interval [O, T) in order to be able to dispense with the corre- 
sponding questions concerning the backward Cauchy problem for (1) and (2). 
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We impose the following set of hypotheses on the family M(m). For each 
t E (-T, T) we assume: 
M-I. Air(t) is symmetric. 
M-II. There is h > 0 such that for all x E D, (x, A!&) 3 X(x, x). 
M-III. lim h-10 R-l[fil(t + h) x - Al(t) x] E M’(t) x exists in the strong 
sense for all x E D. 
M-IV. There is a constant x’ > 0 such that for all x, y  E D 
l(y, Myt) x)1 < X(x, M(t) x)l’2 (y, M(t)y)l’2. 
Under some circumstances, we shall replace M-18 by the weaker 
M-IVA. There exists a constant X” > 0 such that for all x E D, 
1(x, n//l(t) x)1 < qx, M(t) x). 
For the family of operators N(.), either of the following two sets of hypo- 
theses shall be imposed for all t E (-T, T): 
N-I. N(t) is symmetric. 
N-II. N’(t), as defined in M-III, exists. 
N-III. There exist constants 6, a’, and y  with y  > 0 such that for all 
xEDwehave 
(cd) (x, N’(t) x) 2 6(x, N(t) x) - y  (x, M(t) x) for t > 0, 
(a’) (x, N’(t) x) < S’(x, N(t) x) + y  (x, M(t) x) for t < 0. 
N-IA. iv(t) = N,(t) + &(t) h w ere N,(t) is symmetric, (x, Ni(t) x) 3 0 
for all x E D, and N,(t) is skew symmetric. 
N-IIA. N,‘(t) exists and satisfies (a) in N-III for t > 0 and ((y.‘) for t < 0. 
N-IIIA. // N2(t) x II2 < ‘yr 1(x, N,(t) x)[ + y2 (x, M(t) x) for some nonnega- 
tive 3/i , ys and all x E D. 
Remark 1. Concerning the last set of hypotheses, we may replace the 
condition (x, N,(t) x) > 0 for all x E D and t E (-T, T) by the condition 
(x,N,(t)x)<OforallxEDandt~(-T,T). 
Remark 2. The symbols dujdt and ut shall be used interchangably. 
(Resp. d2u/dt2 and qt.) 
Remark 3. Whenever we have a solution of (3) or (4) we shall suppose 
that M(t) w(t) and N(t) w(t) [or N,(t) m(t) in the case of N-IA, N-IIA] are 
strongly continuous. 
Remark 4. If  u(t) and v(t) are C1 on (-T, T) and if B(a) is a family of 
linear operators defined on a dense domain D such that B(t) is symmetric 
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for each t, B’(t) exists for each t and B(e) u(.) and B(m) V(S) are strongly con- 
tinuous, then it can be shown that 
Remark 5. I f  the domain D of the operator families depends upon t as 
is the case in problems where the conormal is specified on part of the boundary 
of the space-time cylinder, hypotheses M-III, N-II and N-IIA may be 
meaningless. The reason for this is that the difference quotient, 
; [B(t + h)x - B(t)x], 
may not be defined for all (or even infinitely many) h near zero for specified 
31: E DJt). To avoid this difficulty, we adopt the point of view set forth in [I] 
and (21, and suppose the following: If  u, v  : [0, 7’) ---f H are such that u(tj, 
v(t), u,(t), zlt(t) E Ds(t) for each t, and if B(f) u(t) and B(t) v(t) are strongly 
continuous then (u(t), B(t) v(t)) is differentiable and we define 
(If DB(t) = D and if B’ exists then ,oB(u, v) = (u, B’v).) We then simply 
replace estimates on (x, B’y) by analogous estimates onQB(u, v)(t). The proofs 
of the theorems to follow go through in this generality (mutatis mutandis) as 
well. One need only replace terms of the form (u, B’v) by f&(21, V)(S). In the 
example given below to illustrate the above hypotheses, we shah assume that 
we are in the case of variable operator domain. 
Remark 6. By Schwarz’s inequality we shall understand either of the 
following inequalities or combinations thereof (Here B is any symmetric 
linear operator for which (x, Bx) > 0 for all x E DB): 
S 1’ j Re(Bs, y)12 < j(Bx, y)la < (Bx, x)(By, yj for all X, y  E D,. 
, , 
< 1: f%) ds J‘: c~“(s) ds
for all t, t’~(--T, Tjandf;g&P-T, 7’). 
Before commencing with the statements of the results let us illustrate the 
preceding hypotheses with a simple example. Let B E Rn be a bounded 
domain with a smooth or piecewise smooth boundary. Let (au(x, t)) and 
(b,j(x, tj) be Hermitian n x n matricies of complex valued functions 
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(aij = gji , bij = Cji) defin e d on B x (-T, T). Suppose that aB = S, u S, 
where S, n Sa = @ and that on Sa x (-T, T) we have aij = bij for all 
i, j = i, 2 ,**a, n. For H, we take L2(B) with the inner product 
(jig) = jBf(4g(x) & for f,g EH. 
For the dense subdomain D of H, we take any dense subspace of L2(B) such 
that if f E D then 
(i> frQonS,and 
(ii) n.a..af =() on 3 2J axi 
S 
2 write S, X {t} 
where n = (zl ,..., n,) is the outward directed normal to the boundary of 
B such that M(t) f and N(t) f are defined and in H where, for x E B 
PWfl(4 = I% Of (4 + (ai&, t>f,i>,i (4 
PWf I(4 = Pi&, 9fA (4 
(Summation over repeated indicies is understood, p is a given real valued 
function and f,i = af /ax,.) Thus, we see that for f, g E D, we have 
(f, Wg) = - jB b@, t>f&> g,r($ dx 
and hence Al(t) and N(t) are symmetric for each t E (-T, T). We note that if 
there is a constant A, > 0 such that p(x, t) 3 A, and if -a&& > 0 for all 
(x,t)~D x (-T, T)and[EC”, th en M-II is satisfied by M(t). Moreover, 
if there is a constant A, > 0 such that -ai&& > X,&f;, if the matrix 
(aii,t) has uniformly bounded entries and if (ap/at) exists and is also uni- 
formly bounded, then for all f E D, x E B and t E (-T, T) 
WWf I(4 = ww5 t) af (4 + (aim&, t)f&Nyi 
and there exists a constant A’ > 0 such that 
I(f, fif’(t) Al < h’(f, J$f Y2 k, jvgY2* 
I f  the coefficients of the operator N(t) are sufficiently smooth, then 
N’(f) = & (2 (x, t> &). I 
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If there exist constants 6, 6’ and y with y 3 0 such that the matrix 
(bfj,, - Sb, - raij) is negative semidefinite for t > 0 and (b, - 6’6, - yaij) 
is positive semidefinite for t < 0, then N(t) satisfies N-IIIa, 01’. 
Thus, we can consider as an example of the type of problem given by (l), 
the initial boundary value problem for 
pu,tt + (qj%ti),j = (b&i),j +f*(% 4 % 5% > k %t) 
+ 1: g*(x, 7, t, u, u, 7, -h fu, ?-I dT. 
whereJ* and g* are uniformly Lipschitz in their last four arguments. The 
data for the problem is 
B.C. 
I 
us0 on S, x(--T,T) 
niaijzd,i = 0 on S, x (-T, T) 
1 c 4% 0) 
. . 
I %(X’, 0) 
prescribed on B. 
Instead of proving that zero is the only solution to (3) or (4) such that 
w(O) = dzu/dt(O) = 0 we shall prove an apparently less general result con- 
cerning equations of the form (1) or (2) w ic will a.ctually include these h h 
uniqueness theorems. We suppose, for functions u and v for which f (t, u, ut) 
andf(t, v, vt) are defined, that 
THEOREM 1. Let u(a) be a solzztiolz to (1) and p( -) be a vector valuedfu?zctiow 
such that 
Lg, = Jh - Ns, - f (t, ps~t> (71 
is defined. Let zu = w - p Suppose that the operator family M(a) satisjies 
M-I tlzrough M-IV and that the operator family N(a) satis$es N-I through 
N-III or N-IA trough N-IIIA. Then there exist positiue computable constaants oli 
such that for all t E (-T, T)( T < CO) the fzmction 
F(t) = s:, (w, M.zc) ds + (T - t)(w, fif4, + dw, Mw),, + 4wt, fi~w,), 
+a,iI~~II~+Oiq~TI!~~//2~~ 
0 
satisjies an inequality of the form 
FF” - (F’)’ > -a,FF’ - aZFz (9) 
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for some computabb a, and a, . In (8), H = N under N-I through N-III and 
fl = Nl under N-IA through N-IIIA. The constants 01~ , ai depend only upon 
T and the given constants. 
THEOREM 2. Let u(e) b e a solution to (2) and define, for v  suficiently 
smooth, 
Then zuith w = u - q~ and F(t) as ilt (8) an inequality of the form (9) holds 
provided onZy that M(e) satisfies M-I, M-II, M-III and M-IVA and N(h) 
satisjies either of the two sets of conditions following M-IVA. 
We shall prove Theorem 1 in some detail on the interval (0, T) under the 
hypotheses N-IA, N-IIA, and N-IIIA. The proof of Theorem 2 will only be 
sketched for the interval (0, T). Then we show how the proofs may be modi- 
fied to obtain (9) for the interval (-T, 0). 
We write 
F(t) = 1” (w, Mzu) ds + (T - t)(zu, Mw), + P2 
E 
s 
% (w, Mw) ds + Q”. 
Then we see that 
(11) 
F’(t) = (w, Mw) - (w, Mw)~ = 1” d/ds (w, Mw) ds 
0 
= 2 It Re(w, , Mw) ds + It (w, Mlw) ds 
0 0 
F”(t) = 2 1: (ws ) Mw,) ds + 2 1” Re(w, Mw,,) ds 
0 
+ 2 1: Re(w, M’w,) ds + (w, Mw). 
(12) 
(13) 
We form FF” - (F’)2 and obtain 
FF” - (F’)2 
= 49 + 4p J; (ws , Mw,) ds + 2F 1: [Re(w, Mw,,) - (wS , Mw,)] ds 
+ [F 12 s: Re(w, M’zu,) ds + (w, M’w)/ (14) 
- 4 
I s 
t Re(w 
0 
s , Mw) d.v /: (w, Jf’w) h + (/: (w, M’w> ds)‘l] 
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by Schwarz’s inequality. 
We need the following estimates: 
(j-1 (zu, Mw) ds J’: (zus , MwJ ds)“’ < S + 12 jl Re(w, n/rzuJ L& 1 
G S + j F’ l + ij: (w, M’w) (2s 1 
< s + F’ + (zu, Mzu), - kp + kF. 
(16) 
This follows for some computable k from M-IV, (12), and (15). We see, using 
the estimate (16), Q2 < F and M-IV that for computable k, , 
12 jt Re(w, M’zu) ds + (w, M’zu)~ < k,S + k,F + k$’ + k4(ZU, n/lzo>,, -k,Q2 
0 
(17) 
and 
14 j: Re(w, , Mzu) ds jl (zu, M’w) ds + (1: (q M’zu) ds)t 1 
< k,FS + k,F2 f k,FF’ + k&u, Mw),F - k,Q"- (18) 
Thus we obtain 
FF” - (F’)2 > 4S2 + 4Q2 11 (was , Mw,) ds + 2F jl [Re(zli, Mw,,) 
- (ws , Mw,)] ds - k,FS - k,F” - k,FF’ 
+ MQ” - k&> Mw)o)F. (195 
Now define f * = f(t, U, ut) - f(t, p, vt). Then f * satisfies 
and we have 
IIf* II Q i% WP wt> 
Mw,, -NW =f” --Q-J. 
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Calling H(t) the coefficient of 2F on the right hand side of (19), we obtain 
from (20) 
Mw,)] ds + jt Re[(w,f*) - (zu,&J)1 ds 
0 
= g(t) + 1’ Re[(w, f *I - (w, LPN ds. (21) 
0 
We see that the last integral on the right of (21) does not exceed in absolute 
value 
for some computable ki possibly depending upon T. 
All that remains now is to find a lower bound on 
in terms of F, S, F’ and Q. Now we have that 
0 = 2 j: (t - S> Re(w, , Mw,, - NW -f* +Lp) ds. 
Whence it follows, upon expanding and integrating by parts, that 
g(t) = 1: (t - s>(w, %‘w> ds - 1: (t - s>{(wDs , ww,) + 2 Re[tw, , N24 
+ (ws ,f *) - (ws ,4-+11 h + t[(wt 2 ~%)o - @, %401. (22) 
Thus, we find, from M-IV, N-IIA, N-IIIA, Schwarz’s inequality and the 
estimate on f * that 
g(t) > -P j; (t - NW, N,w)lds - 4 j: (t - WJ, , fifw,> CJS 
- [k' (j: (WY MW) ds j: cws, Mw,) ds)” + k, j; (w, B-w) ds] 
- 4 [h M4o + (wt 9 nfwt)o + II NP II: + j; II Lv II2 ds] (23) 
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for computable 9, q, and ki . Moreover, from an integration by parts we find 
that 
1; (t - s)(ws , MzuJ ds = 1: (w, MzuJ ds - 1; (t - s)(w, M’ws) ds 
- 
s 
1 (t - s)(w, lWzuu,,) ds - t@, Mzu,), . (24) 
Now since the left hand side of (24) is real and ‘<Re” is linear, we may 
write 
j: (t - s)(ws , Mws) ds = 11 Re(zu, &%o,) ds - 1: (t - s) Re(w, M’ruJ ds 
- t Re(w, rCfr~& - 
s 
1 (t - s)(w, fVIZU) ds 
- 
J 
‘1 (t - s) Re(ru,f* -Lcp) ds. w 
Thus, for computable ki , we find that 
.t 
.I o (t - S>(% 3 Mw,) ds 
< - s 1 (t -s)(w, Np) ds 
+ k, (1: (w> Mw) h 1: (~0s , Mw,) d.$” + k, 1” (w, Mzu) ds 
0 
+ 4 j’ II GJ II2 ds + k&, Mzu)o + k,@t , =+)o . W) 
0 
We see from N-IA and Remark 1 that we may remove the absolute value 
signs from I(w, Nrw)] in the integrand of the first integral on the right hand 
side of (23) if we replace the constant p by +p or -p. We may also increase 
the constant q on the right hand side of (23) without changing the sense of (23). 
Choose 01 E (4, 1) and write q = o1q + (1 - LX) q. Then choose q so large that 
the sense of (23) is unchanged and that aq & p > (I - a) q 3 0. Now the 
second term on the right hand side of (23) may be written as 
We multiply (26) by q a: in order to obtain an upper bound for the first of 
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these, and replace it in (23) by this upper bound. Then with Y = a?q -p if 
Nr>Oorr=olq+pifN,<O,weobtain 
3 Y s 1 (t - s)[(w, N,w) - (ws , ~41 A 
- k1 [( j: (w, mu) ds j: (ws , Mu,) d$” + j; (w, Mw) ds] 
- [A@, Mw)o + h(wt > [ J~wt)o + k, II NP II: + k, jr ll~% II2 ds] (27) 
where the k’s are again positive, computable constants. Thus, we see that 
for 0 < 7 < t, 
ds - I(t) (28) 
where I(t) is the sum of the two bracketed quantities on the right hand side 
of (27) and is increasing with t. Thus, since r 3 0 
g(t) > -I(t) c-t. 
Therefore, use of (16) and the definition of F in this expression yields, for 
positive computable ki , 
g(t) > -klS - k,F’ - k,F + kaQ2 
- [Mw, Mw>o + k,(wt 2 J,fwt)o 
+ k, II NP II% + ks j; II LP, II2 ds] - (29) 
Combining (29) and the estimate of the second integral on the right of (21) 
with (19) and (21), we obtain, for computable ki, 
Fp - (F’y > 4s” - k,FS - k,F” - k,FF’ 
+ ka [Q” - k,(w> Mw)o - k&t 3 J,fwt)o 
- kr II NP II: - ks j;llW12d+ (30) 
We choose, in (S), 0~~ 3 k,+3 for i = 1,2, 3,4 and perform a completion of 
squares in (30) to obtain for computable a, and a2 nonnegative, 
FF” - (F’)2 > -a,FF - ap2. (31) 
Now if one inspects the preceding proof with care, one sees that if N is 
symmetric and satisfies N--I through N-III, then the only difference in the 
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proof occurs in passing from (22) to (27). One applies N-III(a) to (22), 
chooses q so large that (26) (with N pl re acing LV,) is satisfied and that 
014 + 6 > (1 - CX) q > 0 with a: E (8, I) and then continues as before. 
Moreover, the transformation t---f --t leaves the form of (I), (2), (5), 
M-IV (and M-IVA) unchanged while N-II(&) reduces to N-II(a) and 
N-IIA(ol’) goes over to N-IIA(ol). Th us, the hypotheses of both theorems 
permit the reduction of the backward problem to the forward problem. 
Finally, it remains only to show, in the case of (2), how M-IV may be 
replaced by M-WA. Again, with F as in (8), we write F’ as in (12). However, 
instead of (13) we write 
F"(tj = 2 j* (.w~, Mw,) ds + 2 f  Re(w, (fifw,),) ds + (zu, wzo). (32) 
0 0 
From (12) and (32) it is seen that only M-WA is needed for the terms involv- 
ing L’W. Moreover, it is readily seen that the derivation of (16) uses only 
RI-IV-A. Also, upon forming FF” - (F’)2 
of H(t) is si [Re(zu, (il~zuJ,> - (ws , 
in this case, we find that the analog 
n/rw,)] ds. Use of the analog of (20) in 
this gives us a g(t) of the same form as before. In order to obtain a lower 
bound for thisg(t) of the form (27), we observe that 
0 = 2 j: (t - s) Re(m, , (Mw& - Nzu -f * + Ly) ds (33) 
and that 
$ (ws , Mw,) = (zu,, , Mzu,) + (ws , (~~~~s>s) 
= 2 Re(zu,, , Mzu,) + (ws , il/lrwJ. 
Therefore, 
$ (ws , MzuJ = 2Re(zu, , (iWz~&) - (ws , A&,.). (34) 
Solving (34) for 2Re(w, , (Mzu,),) and introducing this into (33), we again 
find that only R’I-IVA is needed. Multiplying the identity 
$ Re(w, filw,) = (w s , MwJ + Re(zu, (fi$z~~,),) 
by t - s and integrating from 0 to t, we obtain, instead of (24), 
jl (t - s)(w,, news) ds = j: Re(zu, ikr~,) ds - Re(zc, filwt)o 
- 
s 
1 (t - s) Re(w, (JWW,)J ds. (35) 
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Thus, in deriving the analog of (26) f  rom (35), we see that M-IVA is not 
needed at all. We remark that the constants a, and a2 in (31) grow no faster 
than TnekT for some positive constants n,k. 
Let us now state some immediate consequences of Theorems 1 and 2. 
COROLLARY 1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1 (Theorem 2) the solution 
to the initial value problem for (1) [(2)] is unique whenever it exists. 
Proof. Suppose u and v  are solutions to (1) say and let w = u - y  so 
that w(0) = (dw/dt)(O) = 0 and Lu = LF = 0 where L is given by (7). Then, 
of course, F(t) as given by (8) reduces to ji (w, dgw) ds, satisfies (9) and 
F(0) = 0. Thus, from the remarks in the Appendix, F(t) = 0 and therefore 
(w, Mw) E 0 and thus w = 0. In a like manner follow 
COROLLARY 2. Let M(m) and N(m) satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1 
(Theorem 2). Then the zero solution to (3) [(4)] under condition (5) is the only 
solution such that w(0) = dzu/dt(O) = 0.” 
COROLLARY 3. Under the condition of Theorem 1 (Theorem 2), ;faI and vz 
are functions fm which Lq+ and Lv, are dejned, then there are computable 
constants ki for i = 1,2 and 01~ for i = 1,2,3,4 such that for t E [0, T) 
s 
t (w, Mw) ds < kQ’(l-v(t)) . (s: (w, Mw) ds + ,z)v(t) (34) 
0 
where w = q~, - v2, v(t) = (1 - exp(-k,t))/(l - exp(-k,T)) and 
Q” = dw, fifw), + +@t , Mwt), + a3 II Jb /lo + ~4 1’ II&, - Lp, II2 ds. 
0 
(An analogous inequality holds for t E (-T, 01.) 
One can find numerous examples of the preceding theorems and corollaries 
in the literature. See, for examples, [6], [7], [8], [9], [lo], [ll]. Moreover, the 
solutions to (1) and (2) are Holder continuously dependent upon the initial 
data in the sense of F. John [4]. (That is, they are Holder stable on compact 
* Agmon [l] has proved a related result concerning differential inequalities of the 
form 
where N(t) is positive semidefinite for each t in the interval of definition and definite 
for at least one such t. 
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subsets of (-T, T) in the class @of solutionszc(.) such that jzr(u, ~‘lrlu) ds <A, 
where A is a prescribed bound.) 
In the special case for which Lg, E 0 and f  = 0, Theorem 1 holds under 
the weaker hypothesis that (x, ill(t) X) > 0 for all nonzero x E D and all 
t E C-T, Tj. Moreover, if N1(*) > 0 or N1(.) < 0, then we may repIace 
11 ii&u 11: by i(~~, Npj, 1 in (8). 
3. A RELATED RESULT 
Suppose, in the case of (I) or (3) f  or example, we assume that N satisfies 
M-I through E-XV and M satisfies N-I to N-III say. Then what are we able 
to conclude about the initial value problem for (1) or (3) ? It is immediately 
apparent that there can be no hope for uniqueness in the nonlinear problem 
as we see from the example 
in [0, ~1 x [0, T) where f(t, u, ZLJ = -u + (U - Qtz+)s and u(x, t) = t” 
sin X, U(X, 0) = u,(x, 0) = 0. Here M = 0 and N = -P/&2. Thus, the 
analog of Corollary 1 fails. 
However, we have the following theorem: 
THEOKENI 3. Let IIf(*) and N(D) b f 2’ f y e amz aes 0 s mmetric linear operators 
defked on some dense domain D _C H for each t E [O? T). Then there is at most 
one C3 solution to the equation 
M(t)(d’u/dt”) = N(t) zc (W 
with u(O) alld du/dt(O) g ivez provided that for all t E [0, T): 
i. There is a constant y  such that for all x E D, (CC, M’x) < y(x, Mx). 
ii. (x, Nx) > 0 for all x E D, x yz5 0. 
iii. I(%% N’y)is < k(x, Nx)(y, Ny) for some constant K and all ,r,y ED. 
iv. N” exists and there is a constant k’ such that for all X, y  E D 
1(x, N”yy < qx, Nx)(y, NY). 
Before proving this, we note that we need to assume C3 instead of Cs 
smoothness of our solutions. Moreover, the inequality in (i) is the reverse of 
that used in N-III(a) with y  = 0. We also require, in (iv), that N” exist and 
that it be boundable in the same manner in terms of N as was N’. 
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Proof. Let or and ua be solutions of (36) with the same initial data. Let 
w = u, - ~1s . Clearly, w satisfies (36) and w(0) = &u/Et(O) = 0. Let 
then 
F(t) = j: (w, NW) ds, (37) 
F’(t) = czU, NZU) = 2 j: (ZU, -iWs) ds + jl (W, N’ZU) ds (38) 
and 
F”(t) = 2 j; @us, NW,) ds + 2 jt Re[(w, Nw~,) + (w, N’w,)] ds + @, N’w). 
0 
(39) 
Thus, if S2 = Ji (w, NW) ds Ji (ws , NW,) ds - (Ji Re(w, NW,) dss)‘2, lve 
obtain 
FF” - (F’y > 49 + 2F 1: [Re(w, NW,,) - (zus , NW,)] ds 
+ F [2j: Re(w, N’w,)ds + (W, wZU)] (40) 
- [dj: (W,N’W) h j: Re(zu,NW,) dS + (j" (W,N'W)d$]. 
0 
Since we have, for computable ki , 
(j; (w, NW) ds j; (ws , NW,) ds)lJ2 < k,F + k,S + k,F’, 
we find that 
FF” - (F’)2 > 4S2 - (k,F” + k,FS + k,FF’) 
+ 2317 j; Nwss 3 J!bs) - (ws 9 NwJl ds (41) 
where the k’s are just (possibly different) computable constants. Let g(t) 
denote the coefficient of 2F on the right hand side of (41). We have 
0 = 2 j: (t - s) Re(w,, , [Mw,, - NW],) ds. 
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Moreover, 
2Re(w,, , (Mu,,),) = g (w,, , Mws,) + (w,, , fww~sj 
and 
2Wc+, , (NW),) = -g (w s , NW,) + 2 $- Re~w,, , N’w) 
- 3(w, , NW,) - 2Re(w,, N’w). 
Thus, using the last two identities in the first and integrating by parts, we 
obtain 
= r(t s 0 /-s) $(wp ) NW) ds - j*: (t- s)(w,, , NW) ds 
- .I- 1 (t -s)(ws ) N’w) ds 
zz=--- s - S)(%s > Mw,,) -k 1; (ws , NW) ds - j:, (z - s)(w, , N’w) ds. 
(43) 
From (42), t-43), and the hypotheses (i)-(iv) of the theorem we find that there 
are computable constants p 6 possibly negative) and ki such that 
g(t) 2 p I: (t - s)(w,, , Mw,,) ds - kl [: (t - $)(w, , NTJ~) do 
and 
s 
t (t - qw, ) NW,} as 
0 
5wifm-4 
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AS in the proofs of the preceding theorems we choose a: E (4, 1) and K, so 
large that OIk, + p > (1 - a) K, > 0 and such that the sense of (44) is 
unchanged. Then we write K, = c&r + (1 - a) k, and use (45) to obtain an 
upper bound for OLK, $, (t - s)(ws , NW,) ds. Then, we are assured of the 
existence of a constant Y > 0 such that 
g(t) 3 F 1: g(s) ds - A, (1: (w, NW) ds j: (Ws , NW,) ds)lp 
> P 
s 
1 g(s) ds - I(t) 
where I(t) is increasing with t. Thus. 
g(t) > -I(t) ert. (46) 
Combining (46) with (41) and the estimate following (40) we find that there 
exist constants a, and a, such that in [O, T) 
Fp - (F’)2 > -a,FF’ - a,F”. 
Thus, by the remarks in the appendix, since F(0) = 0, we have F = 0 and 
thus w 3 0 or ur = ua . 
Some condition on M’ is certainly necessary as we see from the fact that 
U(X, t) = t2 sin x is a nontrivial solution to 
Putt = -2u, in (0,7r) X [0, T) 
B.C. u(0, t) = u(Tr, t) = 0 
I.C. u(x, 0) = U&, 0) = 0. 
&PENDIX 
Here we state and prove some results concerning the differential inequality 
f”(t) + mf’(t) + b(t) 3 0 (il-I) 
in an interval [to, tl] which are very similar to some results of Agmon [1] and 
Agmon and Nirenberg [2]. We prove our results concerning (A-I) only for 
continuous u(t) and 6(t) although they can be extended, as in [2], to the case 
of bounded, measurable a(t) and b(t). 
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Before stating the principle results, we observe that if we define, for 
t E [to 9 &I> 
o(t) 3 SIo exp (- to a(s) ds) dr 
and let (or = CT(&), then (T is a diffeomorphism between [t, , tJ and [0, or]- 
Thus, we shall denote by f*(o) any function f defined on [to , tl] thought of 
as defined on [0, ur]. (That is, f  * = f  0 u-l). 
THEOREM AI. Let a(t) and 6(t) be bounded masumble on [to, tl]- Then 
there is nfunction Q( u ) such that for every function f  satisfying (A-I), f * + Q is 
a convex fumtion of 0. 
Proof. Let f  satisfy A-I. Then we have 
Whence 
Thus, from the chain rule, 
or 
Therefore, with Q(U) as the double integral in (A-2} we have the result. 
Since f  + Q in a convex function of u and since Q(0) = 0, we may write, 
for u E [0, qJ, 
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Noting that ji si J(t”) Czt” dt’ = $ (t - t’)f(t’) dt’, we can, after some 
manipulation, write 
In cl] and [21 a similar estimate is derived with a(t) replaced by $: \ u(t)\ on 
the right of (A-5). The ambiguity in sign is resolved by taking the plus sign 
if f(t,) >, f(tr) and the minus sign in the opposite case. Also instead of the 
last term on the right of (A-5), the term 
appears. From (A-5) we can immediately deduce the following Corollary: 
CoRoLLmY. Let F(t) > 0 on [to , tJ and suppose thut 
F(t)F”(t) - (Fyt))Z + u(t)F(t)F’(t) $ b(t)P(t) 2 0 
on [to , tl]. Then ifF(i) = 0 for some i E [to , tJ, then F(t) E 0 on [to , tl]. 
Proof Suppose that F > 0 on some subinterval (ol, j3) C [to , tJ and, 
without loss of generality, that F(a) = 0. For t E (OL, /3), In F(t) satisfies 
(A-I). Therefore, on any interval (a’, p’) such that CL < PL’ < t < p <j? 
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(A-5) holds with 01’ and /3’ replacing t, and t, , respectively. Then we see that 
for t E (oI’, p’), 
lrNtj < ,a(~‘, B’, t) lnF(P’j + gda’, B’, t> lnF(4 -k gda’, P’, t>, V-6) 
where g, , g, , and g, have the indicated definitions from (&4-5). Now it is also 
clear that as 01’ 4 01, the first and third terms on the right of (A-6) approach 
bounded limits while the coefficient of lnF(a’) approaches a finite, positive 
limit. Moreover, In F(cx’) + --CC and therefore the same is true of the right 
hand side of (A-6). Thus In F(t) = --rc, or F(t) = 0 for t E (~1, pj in contra- 
diction to our supposition. The corollary says that if a nonnegativeP satisfies, 
throughout (to , tr), 
FF” - (F’)2 + al;%’ f- bF2 > 0, 
and if it is somewhere nonzero in that interval, it is everywhere nonzero 
there. 
In particular, in case a(t) and b(t) are constants such an F satisfies 
F(t) < L[F(t,)]n(f) . [F(tJ]l-y’f’ (A-7) 
where 
v(t) = 
e-at0 _ pzt 
pt, _ e-at, 
and 
1nL = (to - t,)s j b j e@~(ti-tO). (A-9) 
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Note added in proof. If the constants X’, x”, y, yl, and y2 of the hypotheses or the 
constants KI in (5) are replaced by locally bounded, nonnegative, measurable functions 
of t~( - T, T) or if T = + co, then the Theorems 1 and 2 take on a local character as 
well as does Corollary 3. In order to properly reflect this local character, the conclusions 
of these theorems should state that on every compact subset of (- T, T) there exist 
constants oi and 01~ such that F(t) as given by (8) satisfies (9). The constants ai, Eli 
depend upon the diameter of the compact set in question. The proofs are then carried 
, . 
out msrde some interval (- To , T,,) with T,, i co which includes the given compact 
set. Then Ta replaces T throughout the proofs as well as in the statement of 
Corollary 3. 
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It has been pointed out to the author that M-IV and M-IV A are equivalent. 
Clearly M-IV + M-IV A. To go the other way we observe that [for each 
tc( - T, T)] [x, y] = (x, n/!y) is a scalar product on D and thus the parallelogram law 
holds i.e., 
[x + Y, x + Yl + Lx - y, x - Yl = 2i3, xl -t 2LY, Yl. 
Moreover, since M’ is symmetric we have 
b, MYI = j ; i i”(x + z-y, M’(x + Py)) 1 
n=1 
4 
< ; 1 [x + Py, x + Cy] (M-IVA) 
n=1 
G Mx, xl + [Yt Yl). 
For any nonzero x, y E D chose x1 = [x, ~]-~&v, yi = [y, ~v]-i/~y. Then 
I(% , M’Ydl < 2% 
or 
j(N, M’y)l Q 2/4x, Mx)lQ, fify)1/3. 
However, this does not mean that if we write (2) in the form Mutt = Nzr + f - A4’ut 
that we can reduce theorems concerning (2) to those concerning (1) since then we 
would need a bound on M’ze, of the form 
for some constant p. Such a bound would be unlikely to be fuElled in practice (at 
least for the case A4 = -eetA, M’ = M) for it would require higher order derivatives 
to be boundable in terms of those of lower order. Thus the separate arguement given 
for Theorem 2 is still necessary when we are dealing with an equation of the form (2). 
It can be shown by arguments similar to those used in Theorems 1 and 2 that the 
initial value problem 
M(t)wt* = N(t)w 
w(0) = dw/dt(O) = 0 
has only the zero solution if M satisfies only M-I, M-III, M-IV and the weaker 
condition 
(s, M(t)x) > 0 for XED,X+O. 
[The family iV(.) must of course satisfy either of the two sets of conditions set forth 
above.] 
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